Election 2012: Obama Will Win Unless…?
Would you believe that the closing benediction at this week's
Democratic National Convention will be given by Cardinal Timothy
Dolan of the Archdiocese of New York City? This is unbelievable!
Cardinal Dolan is supposed to be spearheading the effort to prevent
Obamacare from forcing all Catholics and all Christians to pay for other
people's contraceptives, sterilizations, and even abortifacient drugs.
What is Cardinal Dolan thinking of? Very well did Jesus say that ‘the
children of the light are not as wise as the children of the dark’.
I mean, what kind of message is this sending to Catholics? The official
position of the Democratic Party is to support legalized abortion. They
officially support gay marriage. They even support forcing all Christians
to pay for other people's immoral sexual activities. Well, I suppose
what Cardinal Dolan will say is ‘Even Jesus ate with sinners.’ Yes, He
ate with tax collectors and with prostitutes and certainly that does fit
the Democratic Party. They are the tax collectors, although, I think
maybe male prostitutes would be better than prostitutes; but I am here
to inform you today, Cardinal Dolan, that it is a big error on your part if
you think you are going to convert Barack Obama.
You have no idea who you are up against. Recently, you concluded a
Fortnight for Freedom Program and you specified various prayers and
fasting that Catholics could use to defeat Obama's plan to take
religious freedom away from Christians, however, you did not specify
the only prayer that could succeed and that is Mary's Rosary.
Your problem, Cardinal Dolan, is that you haven't a clue as to who
Barack Obama really is. He is no ordinary American President: he is
found in Bible Prophecy. He is the Leopard in Daniel chapter number 7
which has 4 heads and 4 wings. That signifies Barack Obama because
he is our 44th President. He was elected on the 4th of November and
his number in Bible Prophecy is 444. And nowhere does Daniel say
that a Catholic prelate is going to defeat the Leopard, nor for that
matter, can any Republican defeat the Leopard. Only Mary's Rosary,
that is the number 555, can defeat the number 444. Personally, I don't
see it happening.
Now, Daniel does prophesy that Obama will be defeated but that will
be by the forces of the Antichrist: in other words, 444 will be defeated
by 666. That is a lesson, by the way, of chapter number 11 of Daniel,
as I have explained in many other videos. And of course, 666 in turn
will be defeated by 555; however, I don't think we are going to reach
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that stage without going through the reign of the Antichrist. I am
convinced that Barack Obama will precipitate the climax of World War
III rather than to allow 555 to defeat his presidency.
On the other hand, it is theoretically possible for us to defeat Barack
Obama through Mary's Rosary. I know, for example, in my parish we
have at least a half a dozen people who pray the Rosary every day for
the defeat of our President. I personally don't think we will succeed but
remember, God would have saved Sodom and Gomorrah if he could
have found only 10 just people. So, I'm not saying that this fight is
hopeless but for Cardinal Dolan to give the benediction at the
Democrat Convention shows that he does not have any idea that he is
up against a Beast in Bible Prophecy and will take a whole lot more
than goodwill to regain our rights and freedom in America.

Cardinal Timothy Dolan
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